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Using Varopoulos' tensor algebra methods, a brief proof is obtained of the
assertion that if G is a nondiscrete locally compact abelian group, then G contains
a pair of K-sets whose sum is an independent non-Helson set of spectral synthesis.
If G is a nondiscrete locally compact abelian I-group, this construction yields an
example of a set of bounded spectral synthesis that does not permit bounded
synthesis by discrete measures. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Although it is known that every countable compact independent set is a
w x w x  .Helson set 8, p.117 , Rudin 9 showed in 1960 that a perfect compact
independent set in R need not be a Helson set. To show that the
independent set E which he had constructed was not a Helson set, Rudin
 .exhibited a nonzero measure m in M E such that the Fourier transform
m vanishes at infinity. This shows that E is an independent M -set termedÃ 0
w x.a Rudin set by Varopoulos 10 , and the conclusion follows from the fact
that no M -set is a Helson set. One of the results in Varopoulos' substan-0
 . w xtial paper 1966 on sets of multiplicity 10 is the first proof in such
generality that every nondiscrete locally compact abelian group contains a
w xRudin set. Kahane in 1966 4, Theorems 3 and 4 showed that the
Brownian image of E is a Rudin set for a large class of thin sets E on the
w xreal line. Korner 5, Lemma 7.4, p.299 in the course of other research inÈ
1970 also exhibited an important method for producing Rudin sets in the
torus.
If a set E is an S-set, another method for proving that E is not a Helson
set is to show that E contains a non-S-set, since every Helson S-set is a set
of spectral resolution. One of the many results of Korner's deep investiga-È
w  .tions in 1973 of thin sets in T was a construction 6, Lemma 9.19 ii , p.
x180 of an independent S-set which is not a set of bounded spectral
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 . wsynthesis so that it is not a Helson set . Graham and McGehee 3,
xTheorem 3.2.3, pp.77]80 exhibit another construction of Korner's in theÈ
torus}an independent non-Helson set of bounded synthesis by continu-
.ous measures . The latter two results were by-products of rather involved
research on the finer properties of exceptional sets in T. All of these
investigations sought to obtain insight into the structure of an independent
non-Helson set, rather than seeking a simple construction of such a set.
Here we present a brief proof that every locally compact abelian group
contains an independent non-Helson set with the additional property that
wit is an S-set. This assertion depends on Varopoulos' proof 11, Theorem
x w4.4.1, p.78 that K q K is an S-set. The more technical proof of Drury 2,1 2
x p.94 , requires that G be a locally compact abelian I-group every neigh-
borhood of the identity in G contains an element of infinite order, cf.
w x.Rudin 8, 2.5.5, p.46 in order to guarantee that the sets K and K can1 2
be chosen to be Kronecker sets, rather than just K-sets. In this case, our
construction yields an independent non-Helson set which is also a set of
bounded spectral synthesis. This set, therefore, does not admit spectral
 w x .synthesis by discrete measures see the remarks prior to 3.2.3 in 3 , p. 77 .
2. AN INDEPENDENT NON-HELSON SET
w x w xIn general, we follow Rudin 8 and Graham and McGehee 3 , but to fix
notation, we define a number of terms. G denotes a locally compact
 .abelian group, and G denotes its dual group. A G is the Banach algebra
1 .of Fourier transforms of L G functions, with pointwise operations, under
1 .the L G norm. The closed set E is a set for which spectral synthesis
 .holds S-set if for each pseudomeasure P with support in E, there
 4  . U  4corresponds a net m in M E such that P is the weak limit of m . Ea a
is a set of bounded spectral synthesis with constant C, or a set of bounded
synthesis, if for each pseudomeasure P with support in E there is a net
 4  . 5 5 5 5  4m in M E such that sup m F C P and m converges to P inPMa a a a
the weakU topology. If every closed subset of E is an S-set, then E is a set
of spectral resolution. The compact set E is a Helson set if each function
 .  .F in C E is the restriction to E of a function f in A G . A compact set
E is a Kronecker set if every continuous unimodular function on E is the
uniform limit of a sequence of continuous characters. The compact set E
 .is a K -set q G 2 if E is totally disconnected and every continuousq
function on E to Z is the restriction to E of a continuous character ofq
D . Kronecker sets are independent, and K -sets are q-independent. Weq q
shall use independent to mean either independent or q-independent,
.according to the context. A set E is a K-set if E is either a Kronecker set
or a K -set.q
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 w x.2.1. THEOREM Varopoulos 11, Theorem 4.4.1, p.78 . Let G be an
 4narbitrary compact abelian group, let e s "1 be a choice of "1, and letj js1
K , K , K , ...,K be compact disjoint subsets of G such that KU s K j K1 2 3 n 1 2
Ä nj ???j K is a K-set of G. Then the set K s  e K ; G is a set ofn js1 j j
spectral synthesis of G.
 w x.2.2. THEOREM Varopoulos 11, Theorem 9.2.3, p. 102 . Let G be any
 .compact metrizable abelian group, and let P, Q ; G be two nonempty
perfect subsets of G. Then the set P q Q ; G is not a set of spectral
 .resolution. Varopoulos notes that the hypothesis of metrizability is superfluous.
 w x.  .2.3. THEOREM Drury 2, p.94 . Let K 1 F n F N be compact setsn
whose union K is a totally disconnected metrizable Kronecker subset of a
compact abelian group G. Let L be a finite subset of Z N. Then the set
N
N 4E s l x : x g K 1 F n F N , l : L : G . n n n n n ns1 5
ns1
is a set of bounded synthesis in G.
2.4. THEOREM. Let G be a nondiscrete locally compact abelian group.
Then G contains a perfect, compact, independent S-set that is not a Helson
set.
Proof. Suppose first that G is compact. A construction given by Rudin
w x8, 5.2.6 , shows that G contains a compact set K, which is a perfect totally
disconnected metrizable K-set. Let K and K be disjoint, nonempty,1 2
perfect subsets of K. The set K q K is a perfect, compact, independent1 2
set, which, by Theorem 2.1 is an S-set. If K q K were a Helson set,1 2
then, since it is an S-set, it would be a set of spectral resolution. However,
K and K are both nonempty perfect subsets, so Theorem 2.2 demon-1 2
strates that K q K contains sets of nonsynthesis. Thus K q K is not a1 2 1 2
Helson set.
Suppose that G is not compact. If G contains a nondiscrete compact
subgroup H, then as above, H contains a non-Helson set K q K , which1 2
is an independent S-set for H and is not a set of spectral resolution for H.
w xBy the injection theorem for S-sets 7, 7.3.8 , it follows that K q K is an1 2
S-set for G and that it is not a set of spectral resolution for G. If G
contains no nondiscrete compact subgroup, then by the principal structure
w xtheorem for locally compact abelian groups 8, 2.4.1, p. 40 , G contains R
 .as a closed subgroup. Since T the torus contains a non-Helson S-set of
the form K q K , R contains a non-Helson S-set of this form. Thus, if G1 2
is a nondiscrete locally compact abelian group which is not compact, it
contains a perfect, compact, independent non-Helson S-set.
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2.5. THEOREM. If G is a nondiscrete locally compact abelian I-group, then
G contains a perfect non-Helson set E which is a set of bounded spectral
synthesis.
Proof. Suppose first that G is a compact abelian I-group. Then, as
before, it contains a pair K and K of Kronecker sets such that K q K1 2 1 2
is an independent non-Helson set. By Theorem 2.3, this set is a set of
bounded spectral synthesis. If G is a locally compact abelian I-group, then
w x8, 2.4.1, p.40 it contains an open subgroup which is the sum of a compact
abelian I-group H and Rn. Since Theorem 2.3 holds in T , it holds in Rn.
For the case where n s 0, G contains a nondiscrete compact subgroup H,
which therefore contains an independent non-Helson set E which is a
w xbounded-S set in H. Colella proved 1, Proposition 2.4 that if H is a
closed subgroup of the locally compact abelian group G, then every
bounded-S set in H is a bounded-S set in G. Thus, the set E is an
independent non-Helson set which is a bounded-S set in G.
2.6. COROLLARY. The independent set E of bounded spectral synthesis
does not permit bounded synthesis by discrete measures.
 w x x.  . 5 5 5 5Proof. see 3 , p.77 . For every m g M E , m s m since E isM PMd
independent. Thus, if E permitted synthesis by discrete measures,
 .  .M E s PM E , so that E is a Helson set. This is a contradiction.
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